The Disciplinary Board of the Confédération Africaine de Football has been seized for allegations of match fixing for the CAF Total Champions League Match 54 Match, CL 2018: Lydia Ludic (CIV) vs Rayon Sports (BUR) on 21st February 2018.

On 2nd of April 2018 the Board decided on the following sanctions after having taken into account the provisions contained in arts. 82, 83, 136 of the Disciplinary Code, as well as the CAF Statutes.

1. That the 4 Rwandan officials, namely
   - Mr. RUKUNDO Patrick
   - Mr. MUDAHERANWA Shaffy
   - Mr. NKUSI Jean Paul
   - Mr. MUHIRWA Prosper

   Be suspended from performing all and any Football activities for a period of two (2) years;

2. That a financial sanction of USD 15, 000 (fifteen thousand US Dollars) be imposed on the club Rayon Sport (BUR) as a result of the violation of the CAF Disciplinary Code and Statutes by their officials;

3. That Rayon Sport (BUR) would be allowed to progress in the Total CAF Confederation Cup Competition CC 2018.

4. Furthermore, the Board recommended that the Burundi official referred to, namely Mr. Mpundu Eloge, also be suspended from all Football activities for a period of one (1) year.